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APPLICATION OF RISK MANAGEMENT IN NON-FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY 
Gloria Yu and Peter Matruglio 
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Purpose of your paper:  
To demonstrate how risk management concepts and actuarial thinking can be applied in non-
financial services industry. 
 
Synopsis:  
Against the backdrop of international risk management developments, turmoil in the financial 
markets, evolution of regulatory frameworks and increasing complexity of risks in the financial world, 
there is an increasingly strong need for robust risk management within companies.   
 
Risk management straddles across all practice areas. Whilst actuaries are traditionally involved in the 
financial services industry, there are many untapped areas in the broader non-financial services 
industry.  This presents enormous opportunities for the actuarial profession, and at the same time we 
need to develop the relevant expertise by building on our core capabilities, traditional skills and 
techniques, and also working with the other professions.   
 
This presentation examines the application of risk management concepts and actuarial thinking in 
non-financial services industry through practical example(s). 
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INNOVATIONS IN OPERATIONAL RISK 
Joshua Corrigan 
 
Key words:  
operational risk, risk aggregation, risk appetite, risk limits, cognitive mapping, Bayesian networks, 
complexity science, emerging operational risk 
 
Purpose of your paper:  
Operational risk is a major source of risk for most financial institutions.  This paper provides an 
assessment of the current techniques used to assess operational risk across the insurance, banking, 
and superannuation industries both in Australia and for the major developed markets.  These 
limitations of these techniques however are now being addressed through the use of innovative 
methods that have emerged from complex systems science.  The use of cognitive mapping and 
Bayesian network frameworks are enabling structural / causal models to be developed.  Such 
models are essential to identify and understand in detail the operational business drivers, and their 
complex inter-relationships to risk factors, risk mitigation controls and business outcomes, so that 
operational risk and capital can be assessed. 
 
These innovative frameworks leverage the information theory to be able to integrate both hard 
quantitative data and fuzzy, incomplete qualitative data, such that operational risk capital can be 
directly related back to the full range of information available on the states of the most critical 
operational business drivers.  The robustness and flexibility of such frameworks enables multiple risk 
management problems to be solved consistently, including: 

 Risk assessment 
 Capital assessment 
 Stress / scenario testing 
 Reverse stress testing 
 Risk appetite setting 
 Setting of risk limits consistent with risk appetite statements 
 Emerging operational risk assessment 

 
Synopsis:  
This paper provides an assessment of the current techniques used to assess operational risk in the 
financial services industry, both in Australia and globally.  Addressing the limitations of current 
approaches, a new innovative framework for the assessment and analysis of operational risk is 
outlined, based upon the use of complex systems science.  The techniques of cognitive mapping 
and Bayesian networks are used to develop structural / causal models for the assessment of 
operational risk.  These frameworks enable the complex inter-relationships between operational risk 
and capital outcomes to be directly linked to the states of business drivers and risk factors, such that 
the full range of non-linear behaviour can be captured.  
 
Case study examples will be used to demonstrate the framework.  In particular, a case study 
developed for operational losses arising from rogue derivative traders, which effectively define the 
extreme tail of an operational loss distribution, will be discussed in some detail.  The case study will 
also be used to demonstrate how the various dimensions of risk management can be addressed in 
one consistent framework (e.g. risk assessment, capital assessment, stress testing, scenario testing, 
reverse stress testing, risk appetite and risk limit setting). 
 



 
The use of phylogenetic techniques will also be used to understand the relatedness of the 
characteristics defining various rogue trader events, which provides insights in the assessment of 
emerging operational risks. 
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EMERGING RISK ASSESSMENT – LATEST PRACTICE AND INNOVATIONS 
Professor Neil Allan and Joshua Corrigan 
 
Key words:  
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dependence, tipping points, Bayesian networks 
 
Purpose of your paper:  
All organizations are subject to emerging risks, and many fail or loose significant value due to their 
inability to mitigate them.  However identifying, assessing and managing emerging risks are difficult 
because you never quite know where the next one might come from and how big it might be.  
Unfortunately, the traditional actuarial toolkit is not very useful when it comes to emerging risk.  A new 
perspective and approach is needed.  Luckily, developments in the field of complex adaptive 
systems are shedding new light on emerging risk problems, and the purpose of this presentation is to 
engage, educate and encourage actuaries to use this framework when addressing emerging risk 
problems. 
 
Synopsis:  
This presentation discusses the latest developments in emerging risk management.  Understanding 
emerging risk requires a new framework, techniques and tools, as traditional actuarial and statistical 
approaches are very limited.  The science of complex adaptive systems has delivered such a 
framework to us.  The presentation will provide background on the challenges involved in emerging 
risk management, and how using a complex systems approach is able to generate new insight into 
the systems that govern emerging behaviour. 
 
Specifically it will cover a range of approaches to emerging risk including: 
 

 Cognitive mapping and network theory to elicit system structures and the dynamic pathways 
through which emerging risks propagate 
 

 Cladistic / phylogenetic methods that have been used in the biological sciences to 
understand how the characteristics of risk events evolve over time and are subject to 
evolutionary forces.  The implications this has for the construction of risk taxonomies and the 
recording of loss event data is quite profound and will be discussed 
 

 The assessment of non-linear inter-relationships between risk factors and business drivers using 
information theory, leveraging the critical concepts of mutual information and entropy 
 

 The development of consistent scenario framework using Bayesian networks and inference 
techniques to assess the complex inter-dependencies between scenarios that is otherwise 
missed 
 

 Assessment of emerging risks arising from the complex interplay between multiple systems 
operating at different scales, such as the demographic scale, economic scale, company 
level, operational process level. 

 
Multiple case studies will be used to present these techniques, showing how they can be used in 
practice to develop insight into the management of emerging risks. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT – COMMON SENSE OR ROCKET SCIENCE? 
Jenni Sparks 
 
Purpose of your paper: 
An interactive session focused on sharing best practice in the practical implementation of risk 
management.  
 
Synopsis:  
The author will present ideas on the practical implementation of risk management, exploring such 
topics as (i) is risk management just common sense (ii) how do you build a risk management culture 
(iii) is there a standard approach which works for all companies (iv) how important is a risk 
management department (v) qualitative versus quantitative approaches and (vi) the role of the 
regulator. The ideas presented will be based on the author’s own personal experiences of applying 
risk management as a senior manager in Japanese insurance companies as well as the practical 
experience of industry colleagues and fellow actuaries.  
 
 
 
 




